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ABSTRACT:- 

The present study reveals that the natural resources are being getting depleated down due to excessive 

and unnecessary use and the present development in the field of science made us to self reliable that 

depend upon the man made souces of light. Thus, Luminous concrete is very essential in order to save 

the electricity consumption. Luminous concrete is that concrete that allows the passage of light (sun 

light) through it. They reduces the energy consumptions and helps the tall sky scrappers building 

getting higher LEED (Leadership in energy and environmental design), GRIHA (Green rating for 

integrated habitat assesment), IGBC (Indian green building council) rating. Luminous concrete also 

gives a asthetically pleasing surface . They are construcet by the help of cement, fine aggregate, 

coarse aggregate, water and a thousand of plastic optical fiber strands placed alternatively with the 

help of PBC board. But , none of the concrete material can be used until it satisfies all the properties 

as specified by Indian standards. In this paper , we deal with the experimental study of luminous 

concrete by partial replacement of fine aggregate with recycled aggregate and copper slag to increase 

the strength of luminous block and to reduce the cost involve in manufacturing of luminous concrete . 

The higher percentage of POF 4.8% reflect the more amount of light upto 31.25% , Here the 

percentage of POF is changed to 5% and 5.5% and fine aggregate is replaced by recycled fine 

aggregate and copper slag in 25 % , 35% , 45% and 55% by weight of the sand . The size of the 

coarse aggregate taken would be 10mm. We will select the fine aggregate passing through 2.36 mm 

sieve .We will perform the different strength parameters test on luminous block at the 7, 14 and 28 

days. By replacement of copper slag and recycled aggregate as fine aggregate, we can reduce the 

digging of river and prevent the natural fine aggregate and also reduce the environmental pollution to 

produce by copper slag when it dispose in open  atmosphere. 
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